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Schulze-Boysen had been active in opposition to the Nazis before Hitler gained power, but then joined the
Luftwaffe for "cover". Privately, he continued to meet with other anti-Nazis, including Libertas, whom he
married during 1936.
Red Orchestra (espionage) - Wikipedia
After disagreement regarding Stalin's demand to move Red Army troops through Poland and Romania (which
Poland and Romania opposed), on 21 August, the Soviets proposed adjournment of military talks using the
pretext that the absence of the senior Soviet personnel at the talks interfered with the autumn manoeuvres of
the Soviet forces, though the primary reason was the progress being made in the ...
Soviet Union in World War II - Wikipedia
I. I decided to read Red Plenty because my biggest gripe after reading Singerâ€™s book on Marx was that
Marx refused to plan how communism would actually work, instead preferring to leave the entire matter for
the World-Spirit to sort out. But almost everything that interests me about Communism falls under the
category of â€œhow communism would actually workâ€•.
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As a follow-up to Tuesdayâ€™s post about the majority-minority public schools in Oslo, the following brief
account reports the latest statistics on the cultural enrichment of schools in Austria. Vienna is the most fully
enriched location, and seems to be in roughly the same situation as Oslo. Many thanks to Hermes for the
translation from Unzensuriert.at:
Gates of Vienna
Engelbert Rath, a senior official at the Cologne police force, transferred his son Gereon from the Cologne
police to the Alexanderplatz police HQ in Berlin, also known as the Rote Burg (Red Castle) for its red walls.
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